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Abstract. This work aims to examine a boundary value problem which consists of a second order
q-differential equation and eigenvalue dependent boundary conditions. We introduce a modified
inner product in a suitable direct sum space and define a symmetric operator. We investigate the
properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions and construct the Green’s function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a considerable attention on q-calculus and many papers
subject to the boundary value problems consisting a Jackson q-derivative in the dif-
ferential equation have appeared ([1–12, 14, 17, 18]). In [6, 8] the authors studied a
q-analogue of the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problems and formulated a self-adjoint
q-difference operator in a Hilbert space. Their results are applied and developed in
different aspects. In [1,5], for instance, sampling theory associated with q-difference
equations of the Sturm-Liouville type is considered. In [3, 17] a regular q-fractional
Sturm-Liouville problem which includes the left-sided Riemann-Liouville and right-
sided Caputo q-fractional derivatives of the same order is formulated and the proper-
ties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are investigated. In [4] a Parseval equality and
an expansion formula in eigenfunctions for a singular q-Sturm-Liouville operator on
the whole line are established. In [2] the eigenvalues and the spectral singularities
of non-selfadjoint q-difference equations of second order are investigated. In [11]
a boundary value problem consisting a second order q-difference equation together
with Dirichlet boundary conditions is reduced to an eigenvalue problem for a second
order Euler q-difference equation by separation of variables and in [12] a q-Sturm-
Liouville boundary value problem with a spectral parameter in the boundary condi-
tion is considered. For further studies related to the spectral analysis of q-differential
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equations and the Green’s function, the readers are directed to [7, 10, 14, 16, 19–21]
and the references therein.
Enlightened by these literature, in this paper, we study the boundary value problem
l./ WD  1
q









where q 2 .0;1 is fixed, r./ is a real valued function which is continuous at zero, 
is a complex parameter, ˛i ¤ 0, jˇ ¤ 0 .i;j D 1;2;3;4/ are arbitrary real numbers
and the function w.x/ is a positive piecewise continuous function such as
w.x/D

w1; 0 x < a;
w2; a < x  :
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations,
definitions and preliminary facts which are used throughout the paper. In Section
3, we establish an operator-theoretic formulation for the boundary value problem
(1.1)-(1.3) in the Hilbert space L2q;w.0;/˚C2 and we give some of the virtues of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Section 4 is devoted to construct the Green’s func-
tion for the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) and to mention some of its properties.
And, Section 5 gives the concluding remarks of the paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some of the q-notations which will be used throughout
the paper. We use the standard notations found in [6, 9, 17].
The set of non-negative integers is denoted by N0, and the set of positive integers
is denoted by N. For t > 0,
Aq;t WD ftqn W n 2N0g ; Aq;t WD Aq;t [f0g ;
and
Aq;t WD ftqn W n 2N0g :
When t D 1, we simply useAq ,Aq andA to denoteAq;1,Aq;1 andAq;1, respectively.
A set S  R is called a q-geometric set if, for every x 2 S , qx 2 S . Let  be a
real or complex valued function defined on a q-geometric set S . The q-difference
operator is defined by
Dq.x/ WD .x/ .qx/
x.1 q/ ; x ¤ 0:





; x 2 S;
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if the limit exists and does not depend on x. Since the formulation of self-adjoint




x.1 q 1/ ; x ¤ 0;
Dq.0/; x D 0
provided that Dq.0/ exists. A right inverse, q-integration of the q-difference oper-





qn.xqn/; x 2 S;








.t/dqt; a;b 2 S:
There is no unique canonical choice for the q-integration over Œ0;1/. Hahn [13]











qn.bqn/; b > 0;
provided that the series converges.








.qn=b/C. qn=b/ ; b > 0
provided that the series converges absolutely.
Definition 1. Let  be a function defined on a q-geometric set S . We say that 
is q-integrable on S if and only if
R x
0 .t/dqt exists for all x 2 S .
Let S be a q-geometric set containing zero. A function  defined on S is called




holds for all  2 S.
Let C.S/ denote the space of all q-regular at zero functions defined on S with
values in R. C.S/, associated with the norm function
kk D sup˚j.xqn/j W x 2 S;n 2N0	 ;
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is a normed space. The q-integration by parts rule [8] isZ b
a
g.t/Dqf .t/dqt D .fg/jbaC
Z b
a
Dqg.t/f .qt/dqt; a;b 2 S (2.1)
as f;g 2 C.S/. While p > 0, and X is equivalent to Aq;t or Aq;t , the space Lqp.X/












is a Hilbert space. By a weighted L2q;w.X/ space we mean the space of all functions
' on X such that Z x
0
j'.t/j2w.t/dqt <1;






is a Hilbert space.
The space of all q-absolutely functions on Aq;t is denoted by ACq.Aq;t / and







for all t 2 Aq;t , and K is a constant depending on the function  (c.f. [6], pg. 118,
Definition 4.3.1), i. e. ACq.Aq;t /  Cq.Aq;t /. The space AC .n/q .Aq;t / .n 2 N/ is
the space of all functions defined on S such that  , Dq ,    , Dn 1q  are q-regular
at zero and Dn 1q  2 ACq.Aq;t / (c.f. [6], pg. 119, Definition 4.3.2).
The following lemma which is needed in the sequel indicates that unlike the clas-
sical differential operator d
dx
, Dq is neither self adjoint nor skew self adjoint. Equa-
tion (2.4) below shows that the adjoint of Dq is  1qDq 1 .

























 f .q 1/w.q 1/g./C ˝f;Dqg˛ : (2.5)


















































proving (2.4). Equation (2.5) can be proven by using (2.4). 
3. OPERATOR THEORETIC FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce a modified inner product in a suitable direct sum
space, we define a symmetric operator on this space and we investigate some proper-
ties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.













1A 2H ; g D
0@ g1.x/g2
g3
1A 2H ; 1 WD ˛1˛4 ˛2˛3 > 0;
2 WD ˇ1ˇ4 ˇ2ˇ3 > 0:





with the domain D.A/ which consists all the functions f .x/ 2H that satisfy (1.2),
(1.3) such that f1.x/;Dq 1f1.x/ 2 ACqŒ0;qn and l.f1/ 2 L2q;w.0;/. Thus A is
the operator generated by the differential expression l.f /D w.x/f and the bound-
ary conditions (1.2), (1.3).
Theorem 1. The operator A is symmetric in the Hilbert spaceH .











































Applying equation (2.4) in Lemma 1 with f .x/ D Dqf1.x/, g.x/ D g1.x/ to the
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where h; i denotes the usual inner product in L2q.0;/ which is defined in (2.2).


















Œf;g.x/ WD f .x/w.x/Dq 1g.x/ Dq 1f .x/w.x/g.x/:











.Af;g/  .f;Ag/D Œf1;g1 ./  lim
n!1 Œf1;g1 .q
n/:















.Af;g/  .f;Ag/D Œf1;g1./  Œf1;g1.0/:
Validity of the equations below follows from the fact that the functions f ./ and g./
satisfy the boundary conditions (1.2), (1.3) and from formula (3.2):
Œf1;g1.0/D f1.0/w.0/Dq 1g1.0/ Dq 1f1.0/w.0/g1.0/D 0;
Œf1;g1./D f1./w./Dq 1g1./ Dq 1f1./w./g1./D 0:
Hence, the equation .Af;g/  .f;Ag/ D 0 is satisfied and this completes the proof.

Definition 2. An  which the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) has a nontrivial
solution is called an eigenvalue, and the corresponding solution, an eigenfunction.
The multiplicity of an eigenvalue is defined to be the number of linearly independent
solutions corresponding to it. In particular an eigenvalue is simple if and only if it
has only one linearly independent solution.
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Having the self-adjointness of the operator A proven we have the following corollar-
ies.
Corollary 1. The eigenfunctions ˚1 and ˚2 corresponding to the different eigen-
values are orthogonal.
Corollary 2. The eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) are real.






where ˚i .;/ are determined by the initial conditions
Dj 1q ˚i .;/D ıij ; .i D 1;2;  2C/
as ıij refers to the Kronecker delta. The function ./ is the characteristic function
of the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3). It is an entire function with respect to 
and thus the eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) has an at most
countable set of fng with no finite limit points.
In the following theorem, we prove that the eigenvalues of the boundary value
problem (1.1)-(1.3) are the simple zeros of the characteristic function ./.
Theorem 2. The eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) coincide
with the simple zeros of ./.
Proof. The proof follows similar steps as shown in Theorem 3.6 in [6] (pg. 83).
Indeed, let us define the functions 1.;/ and 2.;/ as
1.x;/ WD U1.1/1.x;/ U1.1/2.x;/;
2.x;/ WD U2.2/1.x;/ U2.1/2.x;/: (3.3)
Hence it can easily be seen that the functions 1.;/ and 2.;/ are the two solutions
of equation (1.1) which satisfy the initial conditions
1.0;/D ˛2C˛4; Dq 11.0;/D .˛1C˛3/ ;
2.;/D ˇ2Cˇ4; Dq 12.;/D .ˇ1Cˇ3/ : (3.4)
Now, let 0 be an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3). The equation
below
Wq .1.;/;2.;//D./Wq .1.;/;2.;//.x/D./
leads us to the fact that the real valued functions i .x;0/ .i D 1;2/ are linearly
dependent:
1.x;0/D k02.x;0/; .k0 ¤ 0/: (3.5)
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Using (3.4) and (3.5) implies
1.;0/D k02.;0/D k0.ˇ2Cˇ4/;
Dq 11.;/D k0Dq 12.;0/D k0.ˇ1Cˇ3/:
























21 .x;0/dqx ¤ 0: (3.6)
The simplicity of the zeros of the function ./ is the direct result of (3.6). 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE q-TYPE GREEN’S FUNCTION
The q-type Green’s function arises when we pursue a solution of the inhomogen-
eous boundary value problem
l./ WD  1
q









where f .x/ 2 L2q;w.0;/.
Theorem 3. Assume that  is not an eigenvalue of the boundary value problem
(1.1)-(1.3). Let .;/ satisfy the q-difference equation (4.1) and the boundary con-
















where G.x; t I/ is the Green’s function of the inhomogeneous boundary value prob-
lem (4.1)-(4.3) defined by
G.x; t I/D  1
./

2.x;/1.t;/; t  x;
1.x;/2.t;/; x  t:
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Conversely, the function .x;/ defined by (4.4) satisfies (4.1) and (4.2), (4.3).
Proof. We shall search the solution of the inhomogeneous boundary value problem
(4.1)-(4.3) as
.x;/D c1.x/1.x;/C c2.x/2.x;/ (4.5)
where the functions c1.x/ and c2.x/ are the solutions of the system of equations
Dq;xc1.x/1.x;/CDq;xc2.x/2.x;/D 0;
Dq;xc1.x/Dq;x1.x;/CDq;xc2.x/Dq;x2.x;/D f .x/: (4.6)







f .tqnC1/D 0;.i D 1;2/:
Now, let us define the q-geometric set Sf by
Sf WD
n
x 2 Œ0; W lim
n!1xq
n jf .xqn/j2 D 0
o
:
Since, f 2 L2q;w.0;/ the set Sf is a q-geometric set containing fqm Wm 2N0g.
Hence, Dqci ./, .i D 1;2/ are q-integrable on Œ0;x for all x 2 Sf and the solutions








where Qc1, Qc2 are unknown constants and x 2 Sf . Substituting (4.7) into (4.5) and
taking (4.2), (4.3) into consideration leads us to (4.4). Conversely, if .x;/ is given
by (4.4), then it is a solution of (4.1) which satisfies the boundary conditions (4.2),
(4.3) and this completes the proof. 
The following theorem lists a number of properties of the Green’s function.
Theorem 4. Green’s function has the following properties:
(1) G.x; t;/ is continuous at the point .0;0/.
(2) G.x; t;/DG.t;x;/.
(3) For each fixed t 2 .0;q, G.x; t;/ satisfies the q-difference equation (4.1)
in the intervals Œ0; t/, .t; and it also satisfies the boundary conditions (4.2)-
(4.3).
Proof. The proof can easily be obtained by using a similar procedure to [6]. 
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we investigate a boundary value problem which consists of a second
order q-differential equation and eigenvalue dependent boundary conditions. We in-
troduce a modified inner product in a suitable direct sum space L2q;w.0;/˚C2. We
define the operator A on this space and prove that it is symmetric. We provide some
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of the properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions and we construct the Green’s
function.
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